HPE MyRoom/VRG HMT-1 Commands

**GENERAL**
- **HPE VRG** Opens HPE Visual Remote Guidance.
- **Navigate Back** Goes back to the previous screen.
- **Close Dialog** Closes any popup dialog.
- **Upload Logs** Upload VRG log files for support.
- **Exit VRG** Quit out of VRG application.

**ABOUT DIALOG**
- **Show About** Shows About dialog.
- **Close Dialog** Closes About dialog.

**ROOM LIST VIEW**
To enter into a specific room from the list of displayed rooms, say the name or number of the room.
- **Enter with key** Use a key to enter the room.

**CHAT**
- **Toggle Chat** Brings up or removes chat view.
- **Toggle Translate** Turns text translation on/off.

**ROOM – CAMERA**
- **Swap Camera** Switch to the next camera.
- **Toggle Camera** Turns camera on/off.
- **Open more Camera** Expand video toolbar when Camera is enabled.
- **Close more Camera** Collapse video toolbar when Camera is enabled.
- **Toggle Resolution** Toggles resolution low/high.
- **Take Snapshot** Takes the camera snapshot.
- **Toggle Snapshot Size** Toggles snapshot size Normal/Maximum.
- **Toggle Flash** Turns flash on/off.
- **Zoom level 1-5** Enlarges camera view incrementally.

**ROOM – SETTINGS**
- **Toggle Microphone** Turns microphone on/off.
- **Microphone Level 25/50/75/100** Increases microphone level.
- **Toggle Speaker** Turns speaker on/off.
- **Next Audio Output** Cycles through Automatic, Default, Speakerphone, or Bluetooth for audio output.
- **Next View** Brings the next thumbnail view to full-screen mode.
- **Generate Key** Creates a quick key to invite other users to room.
- **Close Content** Closes the current content page.
- **Exit Room** Closes current room and returns to room list view.

**SETTINGS DIALOG**
- **Open Settings** Opens the settings dialog.
- **Play Chat Sound** Toggles ringtone.
- **Next Audio Output** Cycles through Automatic, Default, Speakerphone, or Bluetooth for audio output.
- **Show Network Health** Turns health settings on/off.
- **HD Video** Toggles resolution low/high.
- **Enhanced Camera** Toggles advanced camera capabilities on/off.
- **Max. snapshot resolution** Toggles the camera’s maximum resolution on/off.
- **Translate Chat** Toggles text translation.
- **Message Duration** Changes on-screen message duration between 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 seconds.
- **Close Settings** Closes settings dialog.

**ROOM – TASK LIST**
- **Previous Step** Moves to previous step.
- **Next Step** Moves to next step.

RealWear HMT-1 Commands

**GLOBAL COMMANDS**
- **Navigate Home** Navigates to Home Screen.
- **Navigate Back** Navigates to previous screen.
- **My Controls** Navigates to system control panel.
- **Mute Microphone** Mutes the microphone temporarily.
- **My Notifications** Opens Notification section.
- **Show Recent Applications** Opens Applications running in background.
- **Dismiss all** Closes all open applications.
- **Show Help** Displays pop-up window with the help for commands.

**DOCUMENT NAVIGATION**
- **Page Up** Navigates one page up.
- **Page Down** Navigates one page down.
- **Page Left** Navigates one page left.
- **Page Right** Navigates one page right.

**CAMERA FUNCTIONS**
- **Zoom Level 1-5** Zooms the camera view.
- **Take Photo** Takes a photo and saves it to the My Photos folder as JPEG file.
- **Start Recording** Starts recording a video.
- **Stop Recording** Stops the ongoing video recording.
- **Auto focus / Manual focus** Sets the camera to auto focus or manual focus mode. By default, the camera is set to auto focus mode. To toggle to manual focus say **Manual focus**. If Manual focus is ON, a four corner bracket with an M is displayed in the lower right corner of the display screen, to indicate that the camera is in manual focus mode.
- **Flashlight On/Off** Switches On/Off flashlight.

**VIRTUAL HANDS-FREE KEYBOARD**
- **Accept** Accepts the entered information.
- **Spacebar** Inserts a single space.
- **Backspace** Deletes the last character.
- **Clear Text** Clears the text in the Input box.
- **Caps On** Uses capital letter.
- **Caps Off** Uses lowercase letter.
- **Dictation** Activates dictation and enters text with speech recognition.
- **Scan Code** Scans QR code.
- **Zoom level 1-5** Sets the zoom level.
- **All Symbols** Switches to Symbol keyboard.
- **Switch Mode** Toggles between single entry and multiple alphabets.
- **Letter [followed by the letter]** E.g. to type XYZ, say Letter XYZ.

**ADD BOOKMARK**
- **Add Bookmark** Adds a desired page as a bookmark for easier access.
- **Delete Bookmark** Deletes the bookmark set to a desired page. To delete a bookmark, you must go to that page and say **Delete bookmark**
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